
Declutter
enquire today!

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM AREAS

DECLUTTER

REORGANIZE

C H A L L E N G E

EASY STEPS TO
LIVING CLUTTER FREE



Step 1 CHOOSE YOUR 7 PROBLEM AREAS

Take a hard look at your home and choose 7 SMALL areas

that are the most problematic to you. 

 
For example: 

Tools - garage

Laundry Room

Crafting area

Mail organizer

Junk drawer

Utensil drawer

Medicine

cabinet

Hall Closet

Master Closet

Kids' Closet

Kids' Toy

       Baskets

Car

Pantry

 Mud room

linen 

       closet

Office

My declutter Plan
PROBLEM AREA



Devote 1 hour per day  (or less!) to tackling ONE of your mini problem areas. 

 Here's how to do it!

 

Remove all items from the drawer/closet/area and use our 4 basket system:

Step 2: DECLUTTER

1 2

3 4

Trash Donate

Keep Keep
(In this location) (In a different area 

of the house)



 Before putting anything back, CLEAN the area first.  

Group "like" items together (for example baking ingredients, vs kids

snacks, vs oils and vinegars in your pantry)

Use organizational tools to corral items  - baskets and bins work well for

this!

Take all items from the "keep" basket and reorganize in the targeted area. 

Here are a few tips...

 

 

 

Walk through your home once per quarter

to make a list of the MINI problem areas you

can tackle in a short amount of time.

Intentionally schedule one small project per

week in your planner - so that when you

have a few minutes of downtime, you can

check it off the list.

One project per week equals 52 small

projects each year!  Remember - small

actions, done consistently over a long

period of time yields BIG results!

I truly believe that the only way to maintain a

clutter free home is to make decluttering a part

of your daily and weekly routine.  

 

Step 3: REORGANIZE

Step 4: MAINTAIN


